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An improved power-only measurement method is proposed to calibrate phased arrays, which is aimed at solving two remaining
problems: little contribution of one antenna element’s phase shifting to the whole array’s power and the ambiguity of solutions.
 e method includes four steps. Firstly, the random distributed phase of each element is adjusted to guarantee that it is −90° to
+90° relative to the reference element. Secondly, the proper number of the elements shifting their phases together is approximately
determined.  en, an invertible matrix is formed from the standard Hadamard matrix to split the array into di�erent groups,
which applies to an arbitrary number of elements; Finally, the array gets calibrated with an existing method. Numerical sim-
ulations and experiments are conducted to validate the e�ectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, phased arrays are playing a great role not only in
military use [1], but also in emerging civil applications like
the 5th Generation (5G) base station [2] and automotive
radar of unmanned vehicle [3], attributing to their abilities
of precise beamforming and �exible beam scanning [4, 5].

However, the initial excitation of each antenna channel
of the phased array may vary with each other due to di�erent
signal path lengths, the characteristic �uctuation of com-
ponents of each channel, temperature drift, and device
ageing, which degrades the performance of the phased array.
Besides the inaccurate channel excitations, also called cali-
bration errors, mutual coupling between channels is another
factor to be reckoned with. And a considerable amount of
literature has been published on the e�ects of calibration
errors and mutual coupling on the beam pattern. Schmid
et al. [6] presented worst-case boundaries and a statistical
analysis of the deviation of the beam pattern of an array in
the presence of calibration errors and mutual coupling
exploiting the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Based on the

interval analysis (IA) method [7], including Circular Interval
Analysis (CIA) and Rectangular Interval Analysis (RIA),
Anselmi et al. [8–13] conducted pattern sensitivity analysis
of both linear arrays and re�ector antennas. And Diao’s
research [14] indicated that mutual coupling increases an-
tenna loss and deteriorates receiving e¥ciency. In addition,
some researchers studied the e�ects of these errors on the
accuracy of direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation [15, 16].

 erefore, phased arrays must be calibrated before op-
eration. Since phased arrays can work in transmitting mode
or receiving mode and the calibration procedures for both of
them are similar, we only explain the calibration methods in
transmitting mode below.

 ere has been great work on calibrating phased arrays.
A usual calibration method utilized in anechoic chambers is
the near-¦eld scanning probe method [17, 18], with which
each channel is switched on and scatter parameters are
measured when the probe scans exactly above the antenna
element.  is demands complex devices and accurate po-
sition systems and only applies to in-factory calibration.
Another e¥cient calibration method is the phase-toggling
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method [19, 20], with which several groups of proper phase
settings for all elements are obtained and then the trans-
mitted composite signal’s amplitude and phase are mea-
sured. Some researchers utilize the mutual coupling effect
[21–25] between antenna elements to calibrate phased ar-
rays, whose structure tends to be symmetrical to some
extent.

+e calibration method we focus on is the rotating-
element electric-field vector (REV) method because of its
great potential at in higher frequencies for its power-only
measurement scheme. +e method was first proposed in
1982 by Mano [26]. Its principle is to shift one element’s
phase from 0° to 360° discretely depending on the applied
phase shifter, with the phase of the other elements un-
changed and the transmitted power of the whole array
being measured each time. Finally, the amplitude and phase
of the rotating element’s initial excitation are calculated by
a closed-form equation. However, the total number of
measurements is quite huge and it consumes much time. In
2001, Sorace [27] proposed that it needs only 4 measure-
ments to obtain one element’s amplitude and phase uti-
lizing a maximum likelihood algorithm, and the total
number of measurements is reduced to 3N + 1 for an N-
element phased array. In 2017, Long [28] pointed out that it
is sufficient to go through 3 phase settings (0°, 90°, 180°) for
the rotating element to obtain the amplitude and phase of
its initial excitation. And the total number of measure-
ments is reduced to 2N + 1. As far as we investigated within
the existing improved versions based on the REV method,
this is the calibration method with the minimum mea-
surement number. In 2019, compared with Long’s method,
He [29] changed the 180° phase shifting condition to turn
the rotating element off. And this method’s measurement
number is still 2N + 1.

Although Long’s method reduces the measurement
number immensely, there are still two problems remaining
to be solved.+e first is the little contribution of one antenna
element’s phase shifting to the whole array’s power. Rotating
one element’s phase will not lead to a notable change in the
received power of the receiving antenna especially for a large
array. +us, several elements shifting their phases together
are expected. +e second problem is the ambiguity of so-
lutions. +is is mainly caused by the uncertainty about
whether the composite power of the rotating elements is
smaller than that of the other elements.+is problem is non-
negligible with more rotating elements and a more discrete
phase distribution among elements.

In this paper, we proposed an improved calibration
method based on Long’s method to solve the two problems
mentioned above. And this applies to phased arrays with an
arbitrary number of elements and a randomly distributed
phase. +e structure of this paper is summarized below. In
Section 2, the theory of the improved calibration method is
introduced in details. In Section 3, an 11-element microstrip
antenna array is simulated and the improved method is
applied. +en in Section 4, a practical array is used to
conduct the calibration experiment in an anechoic chamber
with a far-field setup. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Methods

Figure 1 shows a typical far-field setup and signal model of
the power-only calibration method. +e transmitting
signal Enejϕn (n � 1, 2, · · · , N) of each element is added
together as a composite signal E0e

jϕ0 according to the
vector superposition principle, and then it is received by a
receiving antenna to measure the composite signal’s
power. And we define E0

nejϕ0n (n � 1, 2, · · · , N) as the exci-
tation of the nth element. It should be noted that the
transmitting signal of each element differs from each
other even if all elements have the same excitation, mainly
because of edge effect and mutual coupling. And what we
actually calibrate with the REV-based method is
Enejϕn (n � 1, 2, · · · , N), not E0

nejϕ0n (n � 1, 2, · · · , N). As-
suming that the mth element, called the rotating element,
shifts its phase of Δ, the composite signal E

→
can be

expressed by equation (1). And Emejϕm represents the
vector sum of the transmitting signal of all elements
except the rotating element.

E
→

� E0e
jϕ0 − Eme

jϕm  + Eme
j ϕm+Δ( )

� Eme
jϕm + Eme

j ϕm+Δ( ).

(1)

For Long’s method,Δ has 3 states, which are separately 0,
90°, and 180°. And the receiving power P0, Pπ/2, Pπ are
calculated by the following equations
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(4)

After solving the equations above, the closed-form so-
lution of Emejϕm /(E0e

jϕ0) is given with Long’s method. By
changing m from 1 to N, the array gets calibrated.

However, there are two problems remaining to solve.
+e first is little contribution of one antenna element’s phase
shifting to the whole array’s power. If Em is too small, it leads
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to P0 ≈ Pπ/2 ≈ Pπ . In this case, the tiny difference among the
three powers can hardly be detected, which results in an
inaccurate solution of Emejϕm /(E0e

jϕ0). To solve this prob-
lem, enhancing the number of rotating elements is neces-
sary. With several number of elements shifting their phase
together, the composite power will see a significant change to
be measured. +us, a quite accurate solution of the ratio of
the vector sum of the rotating elements’ electrical field to the
full array’s composite field is obtained. It is a useful way to
utilize Hadamard matrix to determine the exact rotating
elements each time.

Mathematically, the order of a standard Hadamard
matrix is 1, 2, or 4k(k � 1, 2, · · ·). Here we construct an N-
order matrix TN:

TN �

H4k1

H4k2

⋱

H4kp

Mq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (5)

Here, 4k1 + 4k2 + · · · + 4kp + q � N, and H4kn
(n � 1, 2,

· · · , p) is a standard Hadamard matrix. To simplify TN, the
two conditions 4k1 � 4k2 � · · · � 4kp � 4k0 and 0≤ q< 4k0
are fulfilled.

As is known, the standard Hadamard matrix consists of
two elements: 1 and −1. And it is a positive definite matrix.
To make H4k0

only contain elements 1, 0 and make the
number of the element 1 of every row equal, the following
elementary transformation including two steps is carried
out.

Step 1. Each row of the matrix except the first row is added
by the first row and then divided by 2.

Step 2. +e first row of the matrix subtracts the second row.
It should be noted that the elementary transformation

will not change the invertibility of the matrix. +us, the
transformed matrix H4k0

, renamed as R4k0
, is an invertible

matrix. Here is an example showed in Figure 2 to explain the
procedure in detail.

+e q-order principal minor sequence of H4k0
is set as

Mq. Mathematically, the principal minor sequence of a
positive definite matrix is an invertible matrix. +us, Mq is
an invertible matrix. +en it is transformed with the two
steps above. And the transformed matrix, renamed as Rq, is
also an invertible matrix. Here is an example showed in
Figure 3.

Finally, we construct an N-order invertible matrix RN.
And it is used for group dividing. +e element 1 in every
row represents the rotating elements for every measure-
ment and the number of the rotating elements is 2k0, which
is an even number, except the rotating elements included in
matrix Rq.

RN �

R4k0

R4k0

⋱

R4k0

Rq
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Figure 1: Far-field setup and signal model of the power-only calibration method.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100

1 1 1 1 11-1 -1 0 0 00

1 1 1 1 1 1-1 -1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 11-1 -1 0 0 0 0

R4H4 = =

Figure 2: An example of standard Hadamard matrix H4k0
transforming into R4k0

.
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For every measurement, the ratio Ynejβn (n � 1, 2, · · · , N)

of the composite field of the rotating elements to the full
array’s composite field is obtained by Long’s method. +us,
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. (7)

So Enejϕn /(E0e
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. (8)

+e second problem is ambiguity of solutions. +is is
mainly caused by the uncertainty whether the composite
power of the rotating elements is smaller than that of the
other elements. +e solution is to figure out a proper
number of rotating elements to ensure that the com-
posite power of the rotating elements is smaller. How-
ever, if the distributed phases of all elements are too
discrete, there is still a little possibility that the composite
power of the rotating elements is bigger even if there is
only one rotating element. +us, first of all, the phases
range of all elements should be narrowed. Choosing the
first element as reference element, the composite field of
the first element and the nth element is expressed as
follows:

E1n

��→
� E1e

jϕ1 + Ene
jϕn � e

jϕ1 E1 + Ene
j ϕn− ϕ1( ) . (9)

And its power can be expressed as follows:

P1n � E
2
1 + E

2
n + 2E1En cos ϕn − ϕ1( . (10)

Reversing the phase of the nth element, the composite
field and its power change as follows:

E
r
1n

��→
� E1e

jϕ1 + Ene
j ϕn+π( ) � e

jϕ1 E1 − Ene
j ϕn−ϕ1( ) ,

P
r
1n � E

2
1 + E

2
n − 2E1En cos ϕn − ϕ1( .

(11)

If |ϕn − ϕ1|≤ π/2, P1n ≥Pr
1n, which means that the

composite power of the first element and the nth element
decreases after reversing the phase of the nth element. And if
π/2< |ϕn − ϕ1|≤ π, the composite power increases after re-
versing the phase of the nth element. Utilizing this effect,
here are three steps to limit the phases of all elements within
[−90°, +90°]:

(i) Step 1: choosing the first element as the reference
element, switch on the first element with the other
elements terminated.

(ii) Step 2: switch on the second element and measure
the far-field composite power. +en reverse the
phase of the second element and measure the
composite power. If the power decreases, reverse the
phase of the second element again to recover. And if
the power increases, keep the phase of the second
element unchanged. Finally, switch off the second
element.

(iii) Step 3: carry out the same procedure as step 2 for
the other elements. Finally, switch off the first
element.

After adjusting the phases of all elements within [−90°,
+90°] relative to the reference element, the proper number of
the rotating elements should be figured out. +e number
should be sufficiently big to ensure that the phase change of
the rotating elements contributes much to the power of the
whole array. However, lots of rotating elements will not
promise that the composite power of the rotating elements is
smaller than that of the other elements. Here, we separately
define t1 as the ratio of the composite power of the rotating
elements to that of the whole array and define t2 as the ratio
of the composite power of the rotating elements to that of the
other elements.

t1 �


M
n�1 Ene

jϕn




2


N
n�1 Ene

jϕn




2. (12)

t2 �


M
n�1 Enejϕn



2


N
n�1 Enejϕn − 

M
n�1 Enejϕn



2, (13)

where M is the number of the rotating elements. We should
ensure 10lg(t1)> δ and t2 < 1, where δ is a parameter relative
to the sensitivity of the measurement device. And it is a
useful way to utilize Monte Carlo method to figure out the

1 1 1 1

1 1-1 -1

1 1-1 -1
1 1 -1

1 1 1
1 1-1
1 1 -1-1

1 1 1
1 10
1 1 0

1 00
1 10

11 0
R3H4 M3= = =

Figure 3: An example of standard Hadamard matrix H4k0
transforming into Rq(0< q< 4k0).
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proper M to make the probability of the two events
10lg(t1)> δ and t2 < 1 close to 1.

3. Numerical Simulations

To validate the effectiveness of the improved calibration
method based on Long’s method, a microstrip patch antenna
operating at 9.5GHz is studied. Its structure and parameters
are separately described by Figure 4 and Table 1. And the
material of the substrate is Rogers 5880. A uniform linear
array (ULA) described by Figure 5 consisting of 11 antenna
elements, simulated by high-frequency structure simulator
(HFSS), is the object we apply the method to. Numbering the
elements from left to right, the amplitudes
E0

n(n � 1, 2, · · · , 11) and phases ϕ0n(n � 1, 2, · · · , 11) of ex-
citations of allelements are set to follow uniform distribu-
tion, separately E0

n ∼U(−1.5 dB, +1.5 dB) and ϕ0n ∼U(−180°,
+180°). Here are two sets of data used as the initial distri-
bution of the excitations of all elements, shown in Table 2.
+e detailed calibration procedures mainly include 4 steps.

Step 1: limit the phase distribution within [−90°, +90°]
Firstly, select the first element as the reference element
and maintain its excitation. And for the other elements,
replace their amplitudes with 0 as a state ‘off’. +en for
the second element, replace its amplitude 0 with its
initial amplitude −0.45 dB as a state ‘on’ and record the
far-field realized gain at boresight. Later with the phase
of the second element adding 180°, record the gain

value again and then change its state into ‘off’. And for
the nth (n � 3, 4, . . . , 11) elements, carry out the same
procedure. In short, each time there are only the first
element and the nth (n � 2, 3, 4, . . . , 11) element
working, and the realized gain of them separately with
their initial phases unchanged and with the nth element
reversing its phase are recorded, as Figure 6 shows.

Finally, according to our theory mentioned in Section
2, since the realized gain decreases with the pth
(p= 2,4,5,10,11) element reversing their phases, we
reverse their phases again to recover. And Table 3
records the excitations of all elements after adjust-
ment and the phase distribution now is within [-90°,
+90°].
Step 2: figure out the proper number of rotating
elements
For (12) and (13), set N= 11 and make
En(n � 1, 2, · · · , 11) and ϕn(n � 1, 2, · · · , 11) follow
uniform distribution, separately En ∼U(−1.5 dB,
+1.5 dB) and ϕn ∼U(−180°, +180°). Our target is to
figure out the proper M to make the probability of the
two events 10lg(t1)> δ and t2 < 1 close to 1. +us, for
each possible value of M, a group of Monte Carlo tests
are simulated to calculate the probability of the two
events. And for each group of Monte Carlo tests, only
En and ϕn are varied. Here we set the number of tests as
10000 for each group.We define P1 as the probability of
event1: 10lg(t1)> δ and P2 as the probability of event2:
t2 < 1. Since one of our targets is to make P2 close to 1,
the condition M≤ ⌊N/2⌋ should be fulfilled, which
means that the number of rotating elements is no more
than half of the total number of elements. And Figure 7
demonstrates how P1 and P2 change while M varies.
As seen from Figure 7, with the number of rotating
elements getting bigger, P1 increases and P2 decreases.

substrate

R_sub

R_patch

Patch

W_slot l2

l1 l3

(a)

H_sub

d_port

D_port

port

feedlineground

(b)

Figure 4: (a) +e top view and (b) the front view of the patch antenna.

Table 1: +e parameters of the patch antenna.

Parameters R sub H sub R patch W slot l1 l2 l3 D port d port

Value (mm) 16 2.1 8.8 0.2 5.66 1.36 3.1 1.3 0.38

Y
X

11 elements

•••

Figure 5: +e arrangement of the 11-element ULA.
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And with the sensitivity of the measurement device
getting higher while M maintains, P1 increases, which
means that it is much easier to detect the power change
of the whole array when the phases of some elements
change. Set δ � −30 dB and the target of making P1 and
P2 close to 1 can be fulfilled whenM= 1, 2 or 3. And we
choose the even number, which is 2 rotating elements.
Step 3: create group dividing matrix
Making 2k0 � 2, thus the order of the standard
Hadamard matrix utilized is 4k0 � 4. And the group
dividing matrix R11 can be expressed as follows:

R11 �

R4

R4

R3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (14)

where R4 �

0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, R3 �

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 1 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. And the ele-

ment 1 in every row in matrix R11 represents the ro-
tating element each time.

Table 3: +e excitations of all elements after adjustment.

Element number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Amplitude (dB) 0 −0.45 1.32 1.13 0.15 0.37 0.26 −0.88 −0.6 −0.09 −0.81
Phase (°) 0 67 66 −47 45 −79 29 −25 −81 −5 −23

P1 while δ =-20 dB 
P1 while δ =-30 dB 
P1 while δ =-40 dB 

P2
P1 while δ =-10 dB 
P1 while δ =-15 dB 
P1 while δ =-18 dB 
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Number of rotating elements M
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Figure 7: +e probability of event1 and event2 while (M) varies.

Table 2: +e initial excitations of all elements.

Element number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Amplitude (dB) 0 −0.45 1.32 1.13 0.15 0.37 0.26 −0.88 −0.6 −0.09 −0.81
Phase (°) 0 67 −114 −47 45 101 −151 155 99 −5 −23
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Figure 6: +e realized gain of element 1 and element (n).
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Step 4: calibrate with Long’s method

According to Long’s method, the realized gain of the
whole array at boresight with excitations after adjustment in
Step 1 is recorded, which is 12.57 dB. +en for each group
including rotating elements and the other unchanged ele-
ments, the realized gains with the phases of rotating ele-
ments changing separately 90° and 180° are recorded, shown
in Table 4. And the total number of measurements is
2N+ 1� 23.

With Long’s method and (8), Enejϕn/(E0e
jϕ0)

(n � 1, 2, · · · , 11) are finally calculated, which are compared
with E0

nejϕ0n /11
n�1E

0
nejϕ0n (n � 1, 2, · · · , 11), shown in Figure 8

and 9.
As seen from Figures 8 and 9, the calibrated result is close

to the elements’ excitation in the aspect of phase but quite
different from that in terms of amplitude. +is is because the
transmitting signal of each element differs from each other
even if all elements have the same excitation mainly due to

Table 4: +e realized gains with the phases of rotating elements changing separately 90° and 180°.

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Rotate 90°(dB) 11.21 8.41 9.10 12.01 13.31 8.21 11.99 10.36 11.46 13.13 12.57
Rotate 180°(dB) 9.33 8.62 8.69 6.51 11.02 9.05 10.58 8.83 9.60 10.56 9.57
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Figure 10: +e active element patterns of all elements.
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edge effect and mutual coupling. Figure 10 shows the active
element patterns of all elements.

+e realized gains of the active patterns of all elements at
boresight are recorded. And they are regarded as mutual
coupling error. After added by the amplitudes of the exci-
tations and normalized to the first element, they are com-
pared to the normalized amplitudes of the calibrated result,
shown in Figure 11.

As seen from Figure 11, the normalized calibrated am-
plitude is with good accordance to the normalized sum of the
mutual coupling error and the amplitude of excitation. And
the detailed calibration root-mean-square error is separately
0.01 dB in terms of amplitude, and 2.91° in terms of phase
calculated from Figure 9. +us, the numerical simulation
experiment validates the effectiveness and accuracy of the
improved calibration method. Especially, this method cali-
brates not only excitation error but alsomutual coupling error.

4. Experiments

To verify the practicability of our improved calibration
method, a two-dimension phased array operating at 9.5GHz
is utilized for the calibration experiment, shown in Fig-
ure 12. Only 11 elements shown in Figure 13 are selected to
conduct the experiment for time saving. And the setup of the
experiment is in a far-field anechoic chamber, shown in
Figure 14. +e array works in receiving mode and a horn
antenna connected to a signal generator transmits signal.
And a spectrum analyzer connected to the array is used to
measure the composite power of the 11 elements.

+e 11 elements are with unknown random distributed
amplitudes and phases. And the calibration procedures are
similar to the process in Section 3. After calibrating the
amplitudes and phases of the 11 elements with our improved

method, the radiation patterns of the 11 elements before and
after calibration are separately measured, shown in Fig-
ure 15. And the radiation pattern after calibration shows
good characteristic with approximately -13 dB side lobe.
+us, the practicability of our method gets verified.

Figure 12: +e two-dimension phased array utilized for
experiment.
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5. Conclusion

+is paper proposed an improved power-only method for
phased array calibration. When there are lots of elements,
only one rotating element shifting its phase won’t con-
tribute much to the power of the whole array. And our
method gives a scientific way to figure out the proper
number of rotating elements and create an invertible
matrix for group dividing. +is method also applies to
phased arrays with random distributed phases, which easily
cause ambiguity of solutions. +e numerical simulations
validate the calibration accuracy of our method and the
experiments utilizing practical phased array verify the ef-
fectiveness of our method.
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